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EITI  
The challenge of transparency  

in the artisanal and small scale mining sector 



The underlying point for EITI : a step towards 
“managing natural resources well for public  benefit” 

  EITI is a global standard – applied locally by countries 

  Focus on revenue transparency  and “beyond” 

  Comprises two key pillars:  

1.  Multistakeholder approach - government, companies and civil 
society 

2.  Independent quality assurance process - payments and revenues 

  WB and other MDBs strongly support EITI – as an end, and as a 
means to “beyond EITI” 



EITI is narrowly-focused by design – but is an 
integral part of a larger EI governance picture 
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  Early focus on the resource curse as a driving force for EITI 

  Links between artisanal mining and conflict 

  Artisanal mining is clearly an issue in EITI countries such as the Central 
African Republic, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and more  

  In some countries, exporters are represented on the EITI multi-
stakeholder steering group 

Is it worth thinking about the EITI in the 
context of artisanal mining? 

Based on (Darby & Lempa, Advancing EITI in the mining sector 



  Indeed thus far, no country has done so 

  The sector lacks the required level of formalization 

  No significant and concentrated revenue streams are generated 

  Fiscal revenue streams derived from artisanal activities are almost 
negligible 

  Beyond formalization, taxation is low due to low profit margins from 
miners 

  However, operations by exporters tend to be significant, resulting in 
revenue streams to governments 

Why artisanal mining might be difficult to 
include within an EITI reporting framework?  



  Clear benefits can arise from a more transparent value chain  

  The EITI would need to intervene at the stage where (substantial) taxes 
are paid. 

  A closer look at the value chain of the sector is revealing  

$   ( from miner                                    to trader/exporter) $$$ 
  Intervention at the point at which significant and concentrated financial 

flows occur and taxes are (sometimes) paid  

  EITI possible contribution to a more transparent artisanal and small 
scale mining sector:  focus on exporters and traders (payments/
revenues/market and broader information to be disclosed) 

How to extend the EITI  
to the artisanal mining sector?  



WB/MDTF portfolio update: EITI countries 


